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The book Electronic Instrumentation and Measurement has been written for the students of BE/BTech in Electronics and
Communication Engineering, Electrical and Electronics Engineering, and Electronic Instrumentation Engineering. It explains the
performance, operation and applications of the most important electronic measuring instruments, techniques and instrumentation
methods that include both analog and digital instruments. The book covers a wide range of topics that deal with the basic
measurement theory, measurement techniques, such as analog meter movements, digital instruments, power and energy
measurement meters, AC and DC bridges, magnetic measurements, cathode ray oscilloscope, display devices and recorders, and
transducers. It also explains generation and analysis of signals along with DC and AC potentiometers, and transformers. Key
Features • Complete coverage of the subject as per the syllabi of most universities • Relevant illustrations provide graphical
representation for in-depth knowledge • A large number of mathematical examples for maximum clarity of concepts • Chapter
objectives at the beginning of each chapter for its overview • Chapter-end summary and exercises for quick review and to test
your knowledge • A comprehensive index in alphabetical form for quick access to finer topics
The revised edition of Modern Digital Electronics focuses on rigorous coverage of design and analysis of complex digital circuits
and systems through enhanced elucidation of Sequential Logic Design, PLDs, Memories and VHDL implementation codes. Begins
with the fundamental concepts of digital electronics, it covers digital design using VHDL supported by plethora of examples.
One of the greatest figures of wisdom and knowledge in the Indian history is Chanakya. Chanakya is regarded as a great thinker
and diplomat in India who is traditionally identified as Kautilya or Vishnu Gupta. Originally a professor of economics and political
science at the ancient Takshashila University, Chanakya managed the first Maurya Emperor Chandragupta's rise to power at a
young age. Instead of acquiring the seat of kingdom for himself, he crowned Chandragupta Maurya as the emperor and served as
his chief advisor. Chanakya Neeti is a treatise on the ideal way of life, and shows Chanakya's deep study of the Indian way of life.
These practical and powerful strategies provide a path to live an orderly and planned life. If these strategies are followed in any
sphere of life, victory is certain. Chanakya also developed Neeti-Sutras (aphorisms ? pithy sentences) that tell people how they
should behave. Chanakya used these sutras to groom Chandragupta and other selected disciples in the art of ruling a kingdom.
But these sutras are also relevant in this modern age and are very useful for us. For the first time, Chanakya Neeti and Chanakya
Sutras are compiled in this book to make Chanakya's invaluable wisdom easily available to the common readers. This book
presents Chanakya's powerful strategies and principles in a very lucid manner for the benefit of our valuable readers.
New, updated and expanded topics in the fourth edition include: EBCDIC, Grey code, practical applications of flip-flops, linear and
shaft encoders, memory elements and FPGAs. The section on fault-finding has been expanded. A new chapter is dedicated to the
interface between digital components and analog voltages. *A highly accessible, comprehensive and fully up to date digital
systems text *A well known and respected text now revamped for current courses *Part of the Newnes suite of texts for HND/1st
year modules
The second edition of this book has been updated and enlarged, especially the chapters on digital electronics. In the analog part,
several additions have been made wherever necessary. Also, optical devices and circuits have been introduced. Analog
electronics spans semiconductors, diodes, transistors, small and large-signal amplifiers, OPAMPs and their applications. Both BJT
and JFET, and MOSFET are treated parallely so as to highlight their similarities and dissimilarities for thorough under-standing of
their parameters and specifications. The digital electronics covers logic gates, combinational circuits, IC families, number systems
codes, adders/subtractors, flip-flops, registers and counters. Sequential circuits, memories and D/A and A/D convertor circuits are
especially stressed. Fabrication technology of integrated devices and circuits have also been dealt with. Besides, many new
examples and problems have been added section-wise.The text is written in simple yet rigorous manner with profusion of
illustrative examples as an aid to clear understanding. The student can self-study several portions of the book with minimal
guidance.A solution manual is available for the teachers.
Part of the McGraw-Hill Core Concepts Series, Modern Digital Electronics is an ideal textbook for a course on digital electronics at
the undergraduate level. The text introduces digital systems and techniques through a bottom-up approach that allows users to
start out with the basics of integrated circuits/circuit design and delve into topics such as digital design, flip flops, A/D and D/A. The
book then moves on to explore elements of complex digital circuits with material like FPGAs, PLDs, PLAs, and more. Rich
pedagogical features include review questions with answers, a glossary of key terms, a large number of solved examples, and
numerous practice problems. This is a concise, less expensive alternative to other digital logic designs. This series is edited by
Dick Dorf.
The book covers the complete syllabus of subject as suggested by most of the universities in India. Proper balance between
mathematical details and qualitative discussion. Subject matter in each chapter develops systematically from inceptions. Large
number of carefully selected worked examples in sufficient details. Each chapter of the book is saturated with much needed test
supported by neat and self-explanatory diagrams to make the subject self-speaking to a great extent. No other reference is
required. Ideally suited for self-study.
This textbook is for undergratuate students of electronics and telecommunication engineering and allied disciplines, as well as diploma and
science courses. This book offers on introductory survey of the conceptual development of the subject. It provides a simple and lucid
presentations of the essential principles, formulae and definitions of Digital Communications.
The Use Of Digital Circuits Is Increasing In All Disciplines Of Engineering. Consequently Students Need To Have An In-Depth Knowledge On
Them. Digital Circuits And Design Is A Textbook Dealing With The Basics Of Digital Technology Including The Design Asp
With the advent of integrated circuit technology, the importance and usefulness of digital electronics has vastly increased. The size, cost and
power dissipation have been reduced in the ratio of 2,000:1 and the performance, reliability and efficiency of equipment increased
tremendously. This book gives a basic concept of digital techniques and then introduces simple function to complex functions. It uses SSI and
MSI, TTL ICs of the most commonly available 54/74 series. The book will be useful to students of electronics and computer technology, as
well as to practicing engineers and technicians.
This comprehensive text on switching theory and logic design is designed for the undergraduate students of electronics and communication
engineering, electrical and electronics engineering, electronics and instrumentation engineering, telecommunication engineering, computer
science and engineering, and information technology. It will also be useful to AMIE, IETE and diploma students. Written in a student-friendly
style, this book, now in its Second Edition, provides an in-depth knowledge of switching theory and the design techniques of digital circuits.
Striking a balance between theory and practice, it covers topics ranging from number systems, binary codes, logic gates and Boolean algebra
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to minimization using K-maps and tabular method, design of combinational logic circuits, synchronous and asynchronous sequential circuits,
and algorithmic state machines. The book discusses threshold gates and programmable logic devices (PLDs). In addition, it elaborates on flipflops and shift registers. Each chapter includes several fully worked-out examples so that the students get a thorough grounding in related
design concepts. Short questions with answers, review questions, fill in the blanks, multiple choice questions and problems are provided at
the end of each chapter. These help the students test their level of understanding of the subject and prepare for examinations confidently.
NEW TO THIS EDITION • VHDL programs at the end of each chapter • Complete answers with figures • Several new problems with
answers
Modern Digital Electronics 4ETata McGraw-Hill EducationModern Digital ElectronicsTata McGraw-Hill EducationMODERN DIGITAL
ELECTRONICS 4ETata McGraw-Hill Education
For sophomore courses on digital design in an Electrical Engineering, Computer Engineering, or Computer Science department. & Digital
Design, fourth edition is a modern update of the classic authoritative text on digital design.& This book teaches the basic concepts of digital
design in a clear, accessible manner. The book presents the basic tools for the design of digital circuits and provides procedures suitable for
a variety of digital applications.
The present book has been throughly revised and lot of useful material has been added .saveral photographs of electronic devices and their
specifications sheets have been included.This will help the students to have a better understanding of the electrinic devices and circuits from
application point of view.the mistake and misprints,which has crept in,have been eliminated in this edition.

Digital Systems: Principles and Design (For Anna University) is designed as an ideal textbook for students of electrical
engineering. The book's coverage also meets the requirements of the Digital Electronics paper of the Electronics and
Communication Engineering course, and of the Digital Principles and System Design paper of the Computer Science Engineering
course. Spread across 18 chapters, the book covers digital fundamentals through worked-out examples and facilitates a firm
understanding of the subject.
About the Book: Electrical power system together with Generation, Distribution and utilization of Electrical Energy by the same
author cover almost six to seven courses offered by various universities under Electrical and Electronics Engineering curriculum.
Also, this combination has proved highly successful for writing competitive examinations viz. UPSC, NTPC, National Power Grid,
NHPC, etc.
Test Prep for Digital Electronics—GATE, PSUS AND ES Examination
The second edition of this well-received text continues to provide a coherent and comprehensive coverage of Pulse and Digital
Circuits, suitable as a textbook for use by undergraduate students pursuing courses in Electrical and Electronics Engineering,
Electronics and Communication Engineering, Electronics and Instrumentation Engineering, and Telecommunication Engineering. It
presents clear explanations of the operation and analysis of semiconductor pulse circuits. Practical pulse circuit design methods
are investigated in detail. The book provides numerous fully worked-out, laboratory-tested examples to give students a solid
grounding in the related design concepts. It includes a number of classroom-tested problems to encourage students to apply
theory in a logical fashion. Review questions, fill in the blanks, and multiple choice questions offer the students the opportunity to
test their understanding of the text material. This text will be also appropriate for self-study by AMIE and IETE students. NEW TO
THIS EDITION : • Includes two new chapters—Logic Gates and Logic Families—to meet the curriculum requirements. • Provides
short questions with answers at the end of each chapter. • Presents several new illustrations, examples and exercises
The Fourth edition of this well-received text continues to provide coherent and comprehensive coverage of digital circuits. It is
designed for the undergraduate students pursuing courses in areas of engineering disciplines such as Electrical and Electronics,
Electronics and Communication, Electronics and Instrumentation, Telecommunications, Medical Electronics, Computer Science
and Engineering, Electronics, and Computers and Information Technology. It is also useful as a text for MCA, M.Sc. (Electronics)
and M.Sc. (Computer Science) students. Appropriate for self study, the book is useful even for AMIE and grad IETE students.
Written in a student-friendly style, the book provides an excellent introduction to digital concepts and basic design techniques of
digital circuits. It discusses Boolean algebra concepts and their application to digital circuitry, and elaborates on both
combinational and sequential circuits. It provides numerous fully worked-out, laboratory tested examples to give students a solid
grounding in the related design concepts. It includes a number of short questions with answers, review questions, fill in the blanks
with answers, multiple choice questions with answers and exercise problems at the end of each chapter.
Market_Desc: · Undergraduate and graduate level students of different universities Special Features: · Each chapter in the book,
whether it is related to operational fundamentals or applications, is amply illustrated with diagrams and design examples· Each
chapter concludes in a comprehensive self-evaluation exercise comprising multiple-choice questions (with answers) and other
type of objective type questions (with answers)· Unlike most of the books in print on the subject that are either too brief, lacking in
illustrated examples and examination-oriented study material, or too voluminous, containing lot of redundant material, the book
has been written keeping in mind the topics taught in the subject and covers in entirety what is required by undergraduate and
graduate level students of engineering in electrical, electronics, instrumentation and control, computer science and information
technology disciplines About The Book: Digital Electronics is a precise and yet complete book covering both Digital Electronics
Fundamentals and Integrated Circuits. This book provides practical and comprehensive coverage of digital electronics, bringing
together information on fundamental theory, operational aspects and potential applications. Each chapter in the book is amply
illustrated with diagrams and design examples. Each chapter concludes in a comprehensive self-evaluation exercise comprising
multiple-choice and objective type questions (with answers). The book has up-to-date coverage of recent application fields, such
as programmable logic devices, microprocessors, and microcontrollers. This valuable reference book provides in-depth
information about multiplexers, de-multiplexers, devices for arithmetic operations, flip-flops and related devices, counters and
registers, and data conversion circuits.
"This book has been designed to meet the needs of students of electronic engineering, computer science and physics. It will also
be useful to engineers and scientists who did not have the opportunity to study digital techniques and microprocessors in their
college days. The book can be used for self study, practice and as a guide to what can be expected in the examination. The book
consists of 12 chapters and 8 appendices. Each chapter contains: Solved problems (300 in the book) Unsolved problems with
answers (320 in the book) Questions with Answers (450 in the book) There is separate section containing 465 multiple choice
questions (with answers) covering all the topics. Readers will find the exhaustive glossary of over 500 terms very useful.

Description:The book is an attempt to make Digital Logic Design easy and simple to understand. The book covers
various features of Logic Design using lots of examples and relevant diagrams. The complete text is reviewed for its
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correctness. This book is an outcome of sincere effort and hard work to bring concepts of Digital Logic Design close to
the audience of this book.The salient features of the book:--Easy explanation of Digital System and Binary Numbers with
lots of solved examples-Detailed covering of Boolean Algebra and Gate-Level Minimization with proper examples and
diagrammatic -representation.-Detailed analysis of different Combinational Logic Circuits-Complete Synchronous
sequential Logic understanding-Deep understanding of Memory and Programmable Logic-Detailed analysis of different
Asynchronous Sequential LogicTable Of Contents:Unit 1 : Digital System and Binary Numbers;Part 1: Digital System and
Binary NumbersPart 2 : Boolean Algebra and Gate Level MinimizationUnit 2 : Combinational LogicUnit 3: Sequential
CircuitsUnit 4 : Memory, Programmable Logic and DesignUnit 5 : Asynchronous Sequential Logic
Digital Design and Computer Organization introduces digital design as it applies to the creation of computer systems. It
summarizes the tools of logic design and their mathematical basis, along with in depth coverage of combinational and
sequential circuits. The book includes an accompanying CD that includes the majority of circuits highlighted in the text,
delivering you hands-on experience in the simulation and observation of circuit functionality. These circuits were
designed and tested with a user-friendly Electronics Workbench package (Multisim Textbook Edition) that enables your
progression from truth tables onward to more complex designs. This volume differs from traditional digital design texts by
providing a complete design of an AC-based CPU, allowing you to apply digital design directly to computer architecture.
The book makes minimal reference to electrical properties and is vendor independent, allowing emphasis on the general
design principles.
Digital electronics is an interdisciplinary subject of electronics, electrical, information technology, computer science
engineering and sciences domain. Digital Electronics has been written as per the syllabus of Digital Electronics, Digital
Circuits and Logic Design of various universities like PTU, GNDU, PU, SLIET, DU, PEC, NITs and Thapar University.
The book provides a comprehensive coverage of the funda-mental aspects of digital electronics. It not only explores the
theoretical and practical aspects of digital circuitry, but also gives a glimpse of experience and classroom interaction of
the authors. Besides, the step-by-step methods to solve the digital system problems, it also includes the shortcut
methods to digital approach for job interviews and competitive examinations. This book is invaluable for BE, B.Tech.,
B.Sc., M.Sc. (Computer Science/IT), M.Sc. (Physics), M.Sc. (Electronics), BCA, MCA, PGDCA and PGDIT students.
Earthquake Resistant Design and Risk Reduction, 2nd edition is based upon global research and development work over
the last 50 years or more, and follows the author’s series of three books Earthquake Resistant Design, 1st and 2nd
editions (1977 and 1987), and Earthquake Risk Reduction (2003). Many advances have been made since the 2003
edition of Earthquake Risk Reduction, and there is every sign that this rate of progress will continue apace in the years to
come. Compiled from the author’s wide design and research experience in earthquake engineering and engineering
seismology, this key text provides an excellent treatment of the complex multidisciplinary process of earthquake resistant
design and risk reduction. New topics include the creation of low-damage structures and the spatial distribution of ground
shaking near large fault ruptures. Sections on guidance for developing countries, response of buildings to differential
settlement in liquefaction, performance-based and displacement-based design and the architectural aspects of
earthquake resistant design are heavily revised. This book: Outlines individual national weaknesses that contribute to
earthquake risk to people and property Calculates the seismic response of soils and structures, using the structural
continuum “Subsoil – Substructure – Superstructure – Non–structure” Evaluates the effectiveness of given design and
construction procedures for reducing casualties and financial losses Provides guidance on the key issue of choice of
structural form Presents earthquake resistant design methods for the main four structural materials – steel, concrete,
reinforced masonry and timber – as well as for services equipment, plant and non-structural architectural components
Contains a chapter devoted to problems involved in improving (retrofitting) the existing built environment This book is an
invaluable reference and guiding tool to practising civil and structural engineers and architects, researchers and
postgraduate students in earthquake engineering and engineering seismology, local governments and risk management
officials.
For courses in digital circuits, digital systems (including design and analysis), digital fundamentals, digital logic, and
introduction to computers Digital Fundamentals, Eleventh Edition, continues its long and respected tradition of offering
students a
DIGITAL LOGIC offers the right balance of classical and up-to-date treatment of combinational and sequential logic
design for a first digital logic design class. The author provides a thorough explanation of the design process, including
completely worked examples beginning with simple examples and going on to problems of increasing complexity. This
text contains PLD (Programmable Logic Design) coverage. Chapter 9 develops complete, worked EPROM, PLA, and
EPLD design examples. The problems are developed in Chapter 7 as standard designs using SSI and MSI devices so
that your students can see the difference between the two approaches.
This book presents three aspects of digital circuits: digital principles, digital electronics, and digital design. The modern
design methods of using electronic design automation (EDA) are also introduced, including the hardware description
language (HDL), designs with programmable logic devices and large scale integrated circuit (LSI).The applications of
digital devices and integrated circuits are discussed in detail as well.
Paper-I | Waves & Osciiiations | Properties Of Matters | Thermal Physics | Electricity And Magnetism | Geometrical Optics | Paper-Ii | Physical
Optics | Atomic Physics | Nuclear Physics | Elements Of Relativity And Uantum Mechanics | Electronics Practical Physics | Young'S Modulus
By Non-Uniform Bending | Young'S Modulus (E) Non-Uniform Bending | Rigidity Modulus (Static Torsion Method)|Rigidity Modulus By
Tosicenal Oscillations | Surface Tension And Interfacial Surface Tension Drop Weight Method | Comparision Of Viscosities Of Two
Liquids—Burette Method | Specific Heat Capacity Of A Liquid | Sonometer— Frequency Of A.C. Mains | Determination Of Radius Of Curvature
| Air Wedge — Thickness Of A Wire | Spectrometer-Diffraction On Gravity- Wevelength Of Hg Lines | Potentiometer-Voltmeter Calibration |
Post Office Box-Measure Of Resistance And Specific Resistance | Ballistic Galvanometer Figure Of Merit | Logic Gates And, Or, Not | Zener
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Diode Characteristics | Nand Gate As A Universal Gate
The Work First Published In 1925 In The Series Der Indische Kulturkreis In Einzeldarstellungen Has Been Considered A Classic, But Has Not
Been Alas Easily Accessible To The English Reading Public. Also For Long, The Work Has Been Out Of Print. With The Publication Of The
English Translation Many New Vistas Of Exploration Will Immediately Open Up. It Is Remarkable That Despite The Paucity Of Published
Material, The Comparative Absence Of Structural Linguistic Models For The Study Of Languages And Theoretical Paradigms, The Late
Professor Stutterheim Employs The Tools Of Structural Linguistic Analysis, Comparative Literature, And Historical Reconstruction. This Is A
Far More Challenging Task Than Descriptive Archaeology And Stylistic Analysis. Fundamental To This Is His Ability To Correlate And
Revaluate The Relationship Between The Written Texts And Oral Transmission. While All This Is Very Familiar To Contemporary
Scholarship, A Reading Of This Monograph Convinces One That Professor Stutterheim Anticipated Modern Scholarship By Many Decades.
His Concern Was Not Restricted To The Archaeological Features Of This Group Of Temples But Went Much Further Into Interpretation And
Identification Of The Historical Processes Of Acculturization, Diffusion And Autochthonous Tendencies. Along With The Late Professor D.C.
Sen, He May Be Considered The First Scholar To Draw Attention To The Role Of The Oral Enunciation Of The Rama Legends In Different
Parts Of Asia. In This Monograph He Forcefully Argues That Valmiki S Ramayana Was Not The Basis Of The Indonesian Versions And
Disagrees With The Hypothesis That Kamban Provided A Model Or Even That Hanuman-Nataka Was The Original Source. He Comes To
The Interesting Conclusion That Perhaps Gujarat Was The Source. Much Has Been Written On The Subject During The Past Few Decades,
However, Professor Stutterheim S Argument Remains Fresh. Perhaps Scholars Will Want To Re-Explore The Sources Of The Gujarati
Version Of The Ramayana As Also The Panji Stories Of Java. The Monograph Will Also Stimulate Discussion Of A Most Contemporary
Concern, I.E., The Relationship Of The Text And The Image: The Adherence, The Interpretations And The Deviations. Of Late, Many Art
Historians Have Been Concerned In Their Respective Ways To Analyse The Interface Of Text And Image. The Monograph Is Of Immediate
Contemporary Relevance As Theoretical Model For Modern Scholarship.
The fundamentals and implementation of digital electronics are essential to understanding the design and working of consumer/industrial
electronics, communications, embedded systems, computers, security and military equipment. Devices used in applications such as these
are constantly decreasing in size and employing more complex technology. It is therefore essential for engineers and students to understand
the fundamentals, implementation and application principles of digital electronics, devices and integrated circuits. This is so that they can use
the most appropriate and effective technique to suit their technical need. This book provides practical and comprehensive coverage of digital
electronics, bringing together information on fundamental theory, operational aspects and potential applications. With worked problems,
examples, and review questions for each chapter, Digital Electronics includes: information on number systems, binary codes, digital
arithmetic, logic gates and families, and Boolean algebra; an in-depth look at multiplexers, de-multiplexers, devices for arithmetic operations,
flip-flops and related devices, counters and registers, and data conversion circuits; up-to-date coverage of recent application fields, such as
programmable logic devices, microprocessors, microcontrollers, digital troubleshooting and digital instrumentation. A comprehensive, mustread book on digital electronics for senior undergraduate and graduate students of electrical, electronics and computer engineering, and a
valuable reference book for professionals and researchers.
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